INBETWEENNESS: MOVEMENT AND VIBRATION OF THE COSMOS
James W. Kidd, Ph.D.
This presentation is an amplification of Sunnie’s very last words 7 March
2002.
OUR WAY OUT: SPIRITUALITY TRAVEL LIGHT
Sunnie D. Kidd
Spirituality travel light this is our way to transcend, our way out. It is
thought that to transcend this planet one should build an organic space ship.
This is a good idea. It would work. There is another way. One can travel
light. Light is throughout not merely the universe but the cosmos. It
transcends from one dimension to another, let me say, quickly. As a matter
(pun intended) of fact light is energy. This means that we can go with it. If
one travels light there is enough energy to go through black holes. Here the
organic may not work because there would be nothing to draw from so to
speak. But energized with light a vessel will emerge on the other side and
then can reenergize with light. One can go from light to dark to light. Light
and dark are rhythms of Inbetweenness.
Light travels fast but in a black hole it would be shut down except if it
were contained so to speak to energize a vessel under its own power to
continue until reaching the other side, light. But you see if light slows down
in a black hole that means light can be contained. Let me put it this way,
light would slow down in a black hole. But light can transcend within even
this containment. I understand this because I have seen the hawk fly from
light to dark and back again.
This will eventually happen that one will travel light. We already do!
But it will become recognized and implemented. I will not see this in my
embodied life since I am about to go out.
7 March 2002
Superdirector.com
Sunnie once wrote: Inbetweenness is the absolute wholeness that is
the fundamental ground giving rise to the relatedness of the
universe...Entities exist, but not discretely, waves have individual existence
but are continuous with each other and with the ocean that gives rise to them
and in which they emerge. Every wave is simultaneously every other wave,
inseparable in time and space. This is Inbetweenness, an indivisible
wholeness of movement and vibration...Elsewhere, beyond time and space
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and causation, beyond future and past is the absolute field of Inbetweenness.
This is a plane of being, not a place.
I suggest that the sun did not form in isolation. It emerged from
intense explosions that radiated outwards eventually coming together in its
present location. With this amplification of intensity it created a wave in
advance of itself that created the possibility of its formation.
This means that the sun, earth and the rest of the planets are within the
larger whole in the astro environment or AE. This amplification can take
place throughout the AE. It is basically an accelerated amplification.

